MAD PUPS LACROSSE

Learn to Play! FUN Lacrosse Clinic for Beginners

BOYS & GIRLS | PRE-K TO 3RD

📅 TUESDAYS
📅 NOVEMBER 12TH - DECEMBER 17TH
📅 5 - 6 PM

📍 MAD DOG SPORTS & FITNESS
📍 2260 LANDMARK PLACE, MANSQUAN, NJ 08736

REGISTER AT: www.maddoglax.com
📞 833-MAD-DOG1
✉️ info@maddoglax.com
YOUTH LAX SERIES

BOYS & GIRLS | GRADES 4TH - 6TH

For players with previous organized lacrosse experience. Focus will be on developing offensive and defensive skills. Individual and position-specific training as well as team offense and defense concepts.

📅 TUESDAYS, 6:15 - 7:15 PM
NOVEMBER 12TH - DECEMBER 17TH

MAD DOG SPORTS & FITNESS
2260 LANDMARK PLACE, MANSQUAN, NJ 08736

REGISTER AT: www.maddoglax.com
833-MAD-DOG1 info@maddoglax.com